


Every aspect of your 
memorial purchase, 
from your initial 
enquiry through to  
the final stage of 
erecting, is overseen  
by our own staff.  

This ensures that we 
offer you a complete 
and worry-free 
memorial service.
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BENEFIT 
SYMBOLS 
EXPLAINED



British 
Material

We are passionate about 
using British material 
and to reducing our 
carbon footprint as 
a result. This symbol 
indicates a product 
which is made using 
material quarried in 
the United Kingdom.

Manufactured
in the UK

We are proud to have 
the production facility 
to create bespoke 
memorials in our own 
factory and this symbol 
indicates a product 
which is manufactured 
in the United Kingdom.

Suitable for 
Laser Etching

A laser etching machine 
can copy a photograph, 
picture or drawing and 
reproduce the image 
onto granite with 
outstanding accuracy. 
This symbol indicates 
the materials best 
suited for this process.

Hand Carved 
Ornament

This symbol indicates 
that a three dimensional 
carving has been created 
by hand. Fully carved 
ornaments/designs 
often change the shape 
of a memorial entirely 
and almost certainly 
become the focal point 
of the memorial.

Low
Maintenance

This symbol indicates 
a memorial which is 
highly polished making 
it easy to maintain. 
An all polished or fully 
honed (non-reflective) 
memorial can be cleaned 
by simply applying water 
with a cloth or sponge.
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As there are no universal standards or certifications 
specific to all the products in our industry, we have 
developed our own simple system to help you quickly 
find the types of benefits you are looking for.
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CREATING 
A BESPOKE 
MEMORIAL



If you cannot see the perfect 
memorial that best reflects the 
personality of your loved one 
within this brochure, the following 
pages will help you design that 
truly individual memorial.
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STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO  
DESIGNING YOUR MEMORIAL
Step 1   
Select your preferred 
SHAPE/STYLE from the 
examples on pages 16-57.

Step 2   
Select your  
favourite COLOUR. 
See pages 12 and 13.

Step 3   
Decide on the  
FINISH.  
See further examples 
on pages 16-57. ALL POLISHED POLISHED/SANDED POLISHED/RUSTIC ALL EGGSHELL  

(NON-REFLECTIVE)

Rosewood Red Karin Grey Bahama Blue Bohus PinkIndian Black
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Step 4   
Compose the perfect INSCRIPTION and choose your favourite font. 

Step 6  
Consult a member of our team to agree on the ideal SIZE of memorial whilst considering any future inscription 
space and the burial ground regulations.

Step 5   
Personalise further with an ORNAMENT/DESIGN of your choosing or from any of the 
memorials shown on pages 16-57. 
See pages 16 and 17 for guidance.

Step 7  
We will provide a QUOTATION and if required, a drawing for approval.

Step 8  
PLACE YOUR ORDER.
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Antique Labrador Arctic Green Aurora Balmoral Red

Best Swedish Ebony Black Black Galaxy Blue Pearl Bohus Grey

Coffee Pearl

Bohus Pink

Bon Accord Emerald PearlCornish Dalbeattie

Bahama BlueAvochie

Please contact us to discuss our wide range of materials.

Glenaby Grey
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Glenrosa Indian Dakota Juperana Karin Grey

Yorkstone

Moss Green

Norden Grey Paradiso Rosewood Red Ruby Red

White MarbleSapphire Blue Silver Grey Twilight Red

Green Meadow

Portland Rosy Pink

Silver Paradiso
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PERSONALISE YOUR MEMORIAL
WITH AN ORNAMENT

Stained Glass, Kosmolux Marble, Bronze, Ceramic 
and Crystal Glass Attachments  
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Laser Etched 
Ornaments   

Shape Carved 
Ornaments   

Sandblasted 
Ornaments   
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LAWN
MEMORIALS



Beautifully crafted memorials 
with a classic headstone and 
base combination.

BRITISH MATERIAL

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK

SUITABLE FOR LASER ETCHING

HAND CARVED ORNAMENT

LOW MAINTENANCE
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Lawn memorials come in a wide range 
of designs & materials and are suitable 
for installation in most cemeteries.

Please contact us for specific guidance 
on the regulations relating to your 
particular burial ground. 



Haddow Wells
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This all polished fully worked book memorial is shown in BON 
ACCORD DARK GREY granite. It has a carved cord and tassel 
which has been left unpolished to highlight this feature. The base 
has a splayed/sloping front which is ideally suited for a family 
name or text.

Illustrated in GLENROSA granite, this traditional shaped memorial 
has a rustic margin to add emphasis to the inscription panel and 
a matching rustic margin around the base. The headstone has a 
polished face, sanded (unpolished) back and rustic edges. The base 
has a polished top with rustic sides.
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Struan
An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite heart memorial 
with a beautifully coloured rose ornament (symbol of love).

Cooper
The special background texture emphasises the carved ivy 
ornamentation on this all polished MOSS GREEN granite memorial. 
The base has a splayed front ideally suited for a family name or text. 
Please check availability of this material before ordering.
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Sagar
An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial shown 
with a classic cut and gilded line. 

Cromar
Illustrated in KARIN GREY granite, this memorial features a 
high quality candle holder with stained glass opening window. 
The headstone has a polished face, rustic edges and a sanded 
(unpolished) back. The base has a polished top with rustic sides. 
(Also available without window).
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Morgan Nixon
This inexpensive BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial 
has a polished face to the headstone, vase and top of base, with the 
remainder being sanded (unpolished). The separate granite vase 
prevents the inscription from being hidden by flowers.

Illustrated in CORNISH GREY granite, this memorial has a rustic 
margin to add emphasis to the inscription panel. The headstone 
has a polished face, polished back and rustic edges. The base has a 
polished top with rustic sides. Shown here with an optional ceramic 
photo plaque.
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RushtonBradshaw
Illustrated in PORTLAND stone, this simple memorial has a 
carved cross ornament top centre. The headstone and base have 
complementary rounded corners which combine well with the all 
rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

The combination of GREEN MEADOW granite, BLACK 
granite and stainless steel gives an artistic, almost sculptural 
appearance to this unique memorial. Shown in an all polished low 
maintenance finish. 
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Smith
A BOHUS GREY granite memorial. The headstone has a  
raised polished lettering panel, sanded (unpolished) back  
and rustic edges. The base has a sanded top and rustic sides.

Jennings
An all polished BLACK granite memorial with a hand carved 
rope effect moulding, demonstrates how an ornament can 
create a natural contrast whilst providing a framework to 
highlight the inscription. Shown here with an optional ceramic 
photo plaque in a frame.
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BoydRodger
A traditional BOHUS GREY granite memorial with a rustic margin 
to enhance the lettering panel. The 125mm (5") thick headstone 
has a polished face, sanded back and rustic edges. The base is 
completely rustic and has a sloping weathered 'cottage' style base 
with a facility to hold flowers.

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial.  
The ornament illustrates the outline of a heart surrounded by  
roses and leaves, symbolising love. Normally supplied with a family 
initial in the ornament.
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WestThornburn
The striking image of a flower ornament in this European style 
monolith monument in BLACK granite commands attention.  
It has an all polished low maintenance finish and is designed to 
be partially buried below ground.

Illustrated in TWILIGHT granite, this heart shaped memorial 
with its flowing curves and soft edges puts a modern slant on 
a traditional heart shaped memorial. It has an all polished low 
maintenance finish. A flower holder can be added if desired.
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Morton Halliday
This inexpensive memorial illustrated in NORDEN GREY  
granite, has a flower container positioned to the right of the 
headstone, allowing the inscription to be in full view at all times. 
The headstone has a polished face, sanded back and rustic edges. 
The base has a polished top with rustic sides. 

This ANTIQUE LABRADOR granite memorial displays a fine 
combination of brown colours with an exciting blue flash. It has a 
genuine stained glass window fitted, allowing the natural light to 
capture the colourful effect of the ornament. A polished chamfer 
adds to the elegance of this memorial.
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Gordon
Illustrated in GLENABY GREY granite, this memorial has kerbs to 
provide a clearly defined perimeter and allow for a private garden 
area. The headstone has deeply carved corner roses with leaves, and 
has a polished face with sanded sides and back. The base and kerbs 
have polished tops with the remainder sanded (unpolished).

Holland
An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite book mounted on 
rests and a base. The book is fully shaped with a hand carved cord 
and tassel in relief and rebated edges.
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Lumsden Gerrard
Pictured in MOSS GREEN granite is this classical design with 
spiral pillars and cap. It provides the family with a 'temple' to 
remember their loved one. The memorial has an all polished low 
maintenance finish. Please check availability of this material 
before ordering.

The shape carved rose ornamentation and raised panel combine 
to provide a framed area for the inscription on this polished and 
sanded (unpolished) BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial. 
The base has a sloping face suitable for a family name or text.
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Dundas
This stunning monolith made in TWILIGHT granite has an 
all polished top section with soft rounded corners and edges 
and a contrasting rustic boulder like lower section. A truly 
unique memorial.

Merkland
Illustrated in BLACK granite with an all polished low maintenance 
finish. This memorial has barrel sides and a special chamfered 
edge to enhance the shape of the memorial. A choice of laser etched 
figure ornaments is available.
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Skene Mansfield
This all polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial, has 
a silver border line to frame the lettering area and an optional 
stainless steel Strassacker candle holder secured to the face. The 
matching kerbs provide a small garden area which can be filled with 
decorative chippings.

RUBY RED granite has been used for this traditionally shaped all 
polished memorial. A polished chamfer enhances the shape and the 
base has an angled face for a family name or text. 
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O’brienHeath
This stunning monolith twists from the ground shown here 
in BLACK granite with a combination of polished and eggshell 
finishes that represent two lives intertwined. You can choose the 
face to be lettered.

This PARADISO granite memorial has a large traditional gothic 
shaped centrepiece with a stained glass window designed to 
capture the natural light, to provide a colourful back drop for the 
figure. A bronze figure can be supplied if preferred. The memorial 
has an all polished low maintenance finish.
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Webster Nowak
This modern example of the traditional scroll design, is shown here 
in INDIAN JUPARANA granite. It has an all polished finish except 
for the hand masoned area surrounding the scroll and it displays 
a weathered (sloping) top to the base. Can be supplied with an 
optional 'CRYSTAL GLASS' LILY ornament as shown.

An attractive, all polished low maintenance BLACK granite 
memorial with tapered sides and a polished chamfer to frame the 
lettering area. The base has a splayed face on the front designed for 
a family name.
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Palmer Craig
Illustrated in BOHUS PINK granite, this hand masoned memorial 
has a rustic margin to add emphasis to the inscription panel.  
The headstone has a polished face, sanded (unpolished) back  
and rustic edges. The base has a polished top with rustic sides.

Illustrated in SILVER PARADISO granite, this shapely all polished 
low maintenance memorial has a polished chamfer around the 
edge and a striking design on the base incorporating polished roses 
within a cut and painted silver background. Shown here with an 
optional ceramic photo plaque in a frame.
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KellyNewlands
Shown in KARIN GREY granite with a rustic margin to outline 
the inscription panel. The headstone has a polished face, sanded 
(unpolished) back and rustic edges. The base has a polished top 
and rustic sides. 

A contemporary design, with a traditional feel, shown in all 
polished BEST SWEDISH EBONY granite with contrasting 
unpolished highlights around the painted carved rose ornament 
and family name panel. Shown with a sanded (unpolished) 
GREY granite plinth.
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BarrattWiseman
A striking three-piece memorial shown in BLACK granite.  
The “acanthus” design has been shaped carved and painted with 
purple and silver tones and complemented with an optional 
stainless steel cross. The memorial has an all polished, low 
maintenance finish.

Illustrated in BAHAMA BLUE granite, this shapely all polished low 
maintenance memorial has polished chamfers and a deeply carved 
thistle ornament across the top. The base has a splayed front ideally 
suited for a family name, and two deeply carved thistles to match the 
headstone. Other flower designs available, (see example rose shown).   
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Michie Day
Illustrated in BLUE PEARL granite, this all polished low 
maintenance ‘Gates of Heaven’ style memorial can be supplied 
with an optional extra bronze or reconstituted marble figure as 
shown, or with a facility for flowers.

This all polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial has 
a round window fitted into the headstone allowing the natural 
light to capture the colourful effect of this beautiful stained glass 
rose ornament. An alternative stained glass window or kiln fired 
portrait can be designed for a little extra cost.
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Dalgetty Howie
This substantial 300mm (12") thick, rugged boulder style memorial 
is pictured in AURORA granite. The irregular hand chipped 
mountain like edge means no two memorials will ever be the same. 
It has a polished face, sanded (unpolished) back and rustic edges.

A simple BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial with a cut 
and painted silver line and sanded (unpolished) margin to frame 
the inscription. The memorial has a polished face to the headstone 
and top of base with the remainder sanded (unpolished).
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Rahman Robinson
This traditional memorial in English YORKSTONE has an equally 
traditional hand carved oak leaves ornament. This memorial has an 
all rubbed (non-reflective) finish. 

A plain BLACK granite all polished, low maintenance headstone 
with soft rounded shoulders and a rectangular base for flowers. 
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Illustrated in NORDEN GREY granite, this 150mm (6") thick 
boulder style memorial is hand masoned to create a natural 
rugged appearance. It is designed to stand alone with 150mm 
(6") underground (not shown). It has a polished face, sanded 
(unpolished) back and rustic edges.

Abbott Brock
Shown in a combination of BLACK and AURORA granites, this all 
polished low maintenance, three piece memorial is constructed 
to form a heart shaped cavity. Chamfers around the headpieces 
complete the look and frame the lettering face.
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Thomas Lennox
This COFFEE PEARL granite heart shaped memorial has a rose 
carving in relief highlighted with paint to create a stunning design. 
Chamfers around the lettering face complete this all polished low 
maintenance memorial.

Illustrated in BLACK granite, this monolith style memorial has a glass 
panel fixed to the front face of the memorial, offering an element of 
protection against weathering. It has a floral design on the granite 
with additional etchings on the underside of the glass, which 
combine to give a unique appearance to the ornament.
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Coleby Whitbread
Illustrated in BAHAMA BLUE granite, this memorial has been hand 
carved to produce the angel and teardrop combination. The figure 
is unpolished to provide a contrast to the polished finish.

An all polished low maintenance SILVER GREY granite memorial. 
A polished chamfer across the top and down the sides adds a 
distinguished feature to this shapely memorial. The front of the 
base is splayed to take a family name. Shown here with an optional 
ceramic photo plaque.
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HardingFletcher
A BOHUS PINK granite memorial with a contrasting sanded 
chamfer framing the inscription. The memorial has a polished 
face to the headstone and top of base with the remainder sanded 
(unpolished).

Illustrated in SILVER PARADISO granite, this modern, dramatic 
monolith type memorial has a candle holder with a stained glass 
window at the rear and an opening window at the front. It has an 
all polished low maintenance finish and is designed to be partially 
buried below ground.
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Arton Buckingham
AURORA granite lends itself to the hand carving of a rose, 
meaning true love. The contrasting polished finish to the rest  
of the barrel shape sided memorial makes it easy to maintain. 

All polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial 
incorporating a very simple but effective gilded cross. Shown 
here with an optional QR Tag. (see page 58)
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Powell Francis
A naturally rustic STONE boulder with a flowing recessed and 
polished inscription panel. Varying colours and shapes ensure no 
two will ever be the same.

This GLENABY GREY granite memorial in an eggshell (non-
reflective) finish, has a simple yet elegant moulded edge to frame 
the inscription area.
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Jamieson Crombie
The three BAHAMA BLUE hearts symbolise love on this artistically 
shaped all polished, low maintenance BLACK granite memorial. 
Different granite combinations can be chosen. 

This all polished low maintenance ROSEWOOD RED granite 
memorial has a gilded corner rose ornament with lined margins 
forming a frame around the inscription area. It is shown here 
with an optional KARIN GREY granite plinth, which has an all 
sanded finish.
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Patel Dawson
Traditional yet sophisticated with a shape carved and highlighted 
ornament, this BLACK granite monolith memorial has a smooth 
but non-reflective finish and is designed to be partially buried 
below ground.

Illustrated in SAPPHIRE BLUE granite, this all polished low 
maintenance memorial has a polished heart shaped lettering panel 
framed with a gilded line. Polished and gilded lilies at the foot of the 
heart enhance the lettering area further.
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Esslemont
A modern GREEN MEADOW granite memorial with polished 
rounded edges to the headstone which displays a polished cross 
design with a deeply carved background. The oval shaped base has 
a polished top and rustic sides.

Birnie
This memorial is shown in DALBEATTIE granite with a rustic 
margin. The headstone has a polished face, sanded (unpolished) back 
with rustic edges. The base has a polished top and rustic sides. The 
smaller photograph illustrates AVOCHIE granite as an alternative but 
with a honed (non-reflective) finish to the face and the top of the base.

DALBEATTIE GRANITE

AVOCHIE GRANITE
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Oliver Barker
A ROSY PINK granite memorial shaped like a jigsaw piece, 
makes this ideal for puzzle lovers or as a children’s memorial. 
It has an all polished low maintenance finish. An alternative 
emoji can be chosen.

Illustrated in BLACK granite, this memorial has a very effective 
silhouette ornament which shows two children holding hands in 
the sun set. It has an all polished low maintenance finish.
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Lyle Orwell
Illustrated in ROSEWOOD RED granite, this rounded cushion like 
heart tablet memorial sits on a heart shaped base with a facility for 
flowers. It has an all polished low maintenance finish.

An all polished low maintenance BLACK GALAXY granite 
memorial in the shape of a star. The star is framed with a cut and 
painted line to highlight the shape and to complement the unique 
design which incorporates sparkling crystals.
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MARKERS 
AND VASES



BRITISH MATERIAL

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK

SUITABLE FOR LASER ETCHING

HAND CARVED ORNAMENT

LOW MAINTENANCE
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Marker memorials can be independently 
positioned on a grave, or as an addition 
to any other style of memorial where 
inscription space is limited.

Please contact us for specific guidance 
on the regulations relating to your 
particular burial ground.

Smaller grave marker 
memorials which offer  
diversity and flexibility.
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Ennis
This simple heart shaped 
marker memorial 
illustrated in BLACK 
granite has an all polished 
low maintenance finish. 

Aitken Laing

Tully
An ITALIAN WHITE 
MARBLE book with fully 
carved cord and tassel. 
Supplied to a rubbed 
(non- reflective) finish.

A BAHAMA BLUE granite desk 
style marker with a facility for 
flowers. The sloping open book 
has shaped pages, rebated edges 
and a carved cord and tassel in 
relief down the centre. It has an all 
polished low maintenance finish.

Shown in PARADISO 
granite, this sloping 
desk style marker with 
a facility for flowers 
has an all polished low 
maintenance finish.
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Corbett

GourleyCourt
A BALMORAL RED sloping 
wedge style marker with an 
attractive shaped top and 
cut and gilded line forming a 
frame around the inscription. 
It has an all polished low 
maintenance finish.

All polished low 
maintenance BLACK 
granite desk style 
marker memorial with 
a facility for flowers.

KARIN GREY granite 
with deeply carved corner 
roses (symbol of love). 
Illustrated with a polished 
face and rustic edges.

Paterson
BLACK granite with 
engraved book ornament. 
This marker memorial 
has a polished face 
and rustic edges.
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Macdonald

Carr

Harris

An all polished low 
maintenance BLACK 
granite book mounted 
on rests and base. The 
book is fully shaped and 
has rebated edges.

Wedge style marker 
illustrated in BON 
ACCORD DARK GREY 
granite. This marker 
has a polished sloping 
face and the remainder 
sanded (unpolished).

Little

BOHUS GREY granite 
marker with a raised 
polished panel surrounded 
by a rustic border and 
edges. Shown here with 
optional bronze lettering.

Illustrated in GLENROSA 
granite with a deeply carved 
thistle in the bottom corner. 
This marker memorial 
has a polished face with 
sanded (unpolished) edges. 
Shown here with optional 
ceramic photo plaque.
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Judy

Lucy
This BLACK granite marker 
memorial displays a fine example 
of a laser etched pet dog. This 
memorial can be personalised 
using an image of your choice 
and it has an all polished 
low maintenance finish.

This simple BON ACCORD 
DARK GREY granite tablet is 
fixed to a stainless steel spike 
designed to be pushed into 
the ground. It has a polished 
face with the remainder 
sanded (unpolished). 

Bailey
This natural STONE boulder has a 
Crystal Glass panel recessed into 
the face, enabling the pictures and 
text to be vivid and long lasting. 
Varying colours and shapes will 
ensure no two boulders are ever 
the same. An alternative boulder 
without the glass is shown below.
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Riddle
An all polished low 
maintenance RUBY 
RED granite sloping 
book style vase.

Brydon Andrews
A NORDEN GREY granite 
vase with a polished 
top and face, sanded 
(unpolished) back and 
shaped rustic sides.

Lamont

A BLACK all polished low 
maintenance vase on a 
plinth with small laser 
etched rose ornaments 
(symbol of love).

A simple KARIN GREY 
granite vase with a 
polished lettering face, 
sanded (unpolished) top 
& back and rustic sides.
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Presley

Cowell
An all polished low 
maintenance INDIAN 
JUPARANA granite 
circular vase. 

An all polished low 
maintenance BLUE PEARL 
granite vase on a plinth. 
The angled top corners 
tapering down the sides 
form an attractive feature.

Hardie
An all polished low 
maintenance BLACK 
granite vase.

King
An ITALIAN WHITE 
MARBLE vase in a rubbed 
(non-reflective) finish. 
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Download a free QR Code reader from your mobile device’s 
app store. Then simply scan the barcode to view an example 
memorial page. Please ask for our Memorial Tag leaflet.

Tag Posts

SCAN THIS TAG TO SEE AN EXAMPLE 
OF AN ONLINE MEMORIAL PAGE

QR MEMORIAL TAGS

Available in a wide range of granites, these small memorial tag 
display posts can be fixed to the base of a memorial or made taller 
and partially buried underground. They have an all polished low 
maintenance finish.
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Our prices include
◊ VAT at 20%
◊ Transport
◊ Erection in the burial ground
◊ Industry approved anchor fixing system
◊ Aluminium flower container (for vase base) 

Inscription Rates (per letter)
Maintenance free letters ................................................................... £3.40   
Cut & painted letters (on a polished face) ..................................... £3.50
Cut & painted Craig’s gold letters (on a polished face) ............. £4.10
Cut & painted letters (on a sanded/eggshell face) ..................... £4.05
Cut & gilded letters (on a polished face) ........................................ £4.85
Raised lead letters ............................................................................... £18.00
Bronze letters ........................................................................................ £45.00

The total cost is calculated once the memorial, design & inscription have been chosen.

Our prices do not include
◊ The inscription 
◊ Burial ground fee



Page PageProduct ProductMaterial Material

18 20HADDOW SAGARBON ACCORD GREY BLACK
£2092 £1274

£1684 £1008

900mm x 750mm 
(3’0” x 2’6”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm 
(2’6” x 2’0”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

18 20WELLS CROMARGLENROSA KARIN GREY
£2700 £4233

£1992

900mm x 600mm
(3’0” x 2’0”)

900mm x 600mm
(3’0” x 2’0”)

With glass
window
(as shown)

(Not including plaque)

Without glass
window

19 21COOPER MORGANBLACK CORNISH GREY
£1601 £2633

£1534 £2201

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

850mm x 750mm
(2’10” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

19 21STRUAN NIXONMOSS GREEN BON ACCORD GREY
£2752 £977900mm x 750mm 

(3’0” x 2’6”)
675mm x 650mm
(2’3” x 2’2”)

Price Price
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Page PageProduct ProductMaterial Material

22 24BRADSHAW RODGERGREEN MEADOW & BLACK BOHUS GREY
£2465 £4638900mm x 750mm

(3’0” x 2’6”)
1300mm x 825mm
(4’4” x 2’9”)

22 24RUSHTON BOYDPORTLAND STONE BLACK
£1260

£992

23 25JENNINGS THORBURNBLACK TWILIGHT
£1733

£2927

£2238

£1678

£2261

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

850mm x 750mm
(2’10” x 2’6”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

925mm x 675mm
(3’1” x 2’3”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

750mm x 600mm 
(2’6” x 2’0”)

23 25SMITH WESTBOHUS GREY BLACK
£2538

£2034

£17701200mm x 400mm x 180mm
(4’0” x 1’4” x 7”)

Price Price
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850mm x 750mm
(2’10” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)



Page PageProduct ProductMaterial Material

26 28MORTON LUMSDENNORDEN GREY MOSS GREEN
£1395 £3687525mm x 600mm

(1’9” x 2’0”)
900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

26 28HALLIDAY GERRARDANTIQUE LABRADOR BON ACCORD GREY
£3067 £17931050mm x 750mm

(3’6” x 2’6”)
900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

27 29HOLLAND DUNDASBLACK TWILIGHT
£1663 £4273600mm x 675mm

(2’0” x 2’3”)
1350mm x 750mm x 300mm
(4’6” x 2’6” x 1’0”)

27 29GORDON MERKLANDGLENABY GREY BLACK
£2698 £1778

£1462

750mm x 1050mm x 550mm
(2’6” x 3’6” x 1’10”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

Price Price

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)
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30 32SKENE WEBSTERBLACK BLACK
£1600

£1907

£1513

750mm x 900mm x 550mm
(2’6” x 3’0” x 1’10”)

With candle holder (as shown)

Without candle holder

950mm x 750mm
(3’2” x 2’6”)

30 32MANSFIELD NOWAKRUBY RED INDIAN JUPARANA
£2787

£2490

31 33HEATH PALMERBLACK SILVER PARADISO
£3667

£1612

£1577

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

1150mm x 1350mm
(3’10” x 4’6”)

31 33O’BRIEN CRAIGPARADISO BOHUS PINK
£3991

£3172

£2570900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

Price Price
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1200mm x 750mm
(4’0” x 2’6”)

1200mm x 450mm x 300mm
(4’0” x 1’6” x 1’0”)

With figure 
(as shown)

Without figure

With Crystal 
Glass plaque

Without 
Crystal Glass 
plaque
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34 36NEWLANDS MICHIEBEST SWEDISH EBONY BLACK
£3961 £1433950mm x 650mm

(3’2” x 2’2”)
900mm x 600mm
(3”0’ x 2”0’)

34 36KELLY DAYKARIN GREY BLUE PEARL
£1778

£1404

£4194

£3375

£3786

1050mm x 900mm
(3’6” x 3’0”)

35 37WISEMAN DALGETTYBLACK AURORA
£2261 £2598900mm x 750mm

(3’0” x 2’6”)
1050mm x 750mm x 300mm
(3’6” x 2’6” x 1’0”)

35 37BARRATT HOWIEBAHAMA BLUE BON ACCORD GREY
£1876 £1476

£1174

950mm x 750mm
(3’2” x 2’6”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

Price Price

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

With grey plinth  
(as shown)

Without grey 
plinth

With figure  
(as shown)

Without figure
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850mm x 750mm
(2’10” x 2’6”)

Page PageProduct ProductMaterial Material

38 40RAHMAN THOMASBLACK BLACK
£1188 £6840900mm x 750mm

(3’0” x 2’6”)
1200mm x 400mm x 180mm
(4’0” x 1’4” x 7”)

38 40ROBINSON LENNOXYORKSTONE COFFEE PEARL
£2903

39 41ABBOTT COLEBYNORDEN GREY SILVER GREY
£1544

£2669

£2033

£1588

£1271

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

39 41BROCK WHITBREADBLACK & AURORA BAHAMA BLUE
£1853 £57351250mm x 900mm

(4’2” x 3’0”)

Price Price
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900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

750mm x 450mm x 150mm
(2’6” x 1’6” x 6”)

(600mm above ground)
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42 44FLETCHER POWELLBOHUS PINK GLENABY GREY
£2744

£1910

£3156

£2405

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

42 44HARDING FRANCISSILVER PARADISO GLACIAL STONE
£2963

£3819

£1796

650mm x 600 x 300mm
(2’2” x 2’0” x 1’0”)

43 45ARTON JAMIESONAURORA BLACK
£2225 £1733900mm x 750mm

(3’0” x 2’6”)
900mm x 600mm
(3”0’ x 2”0’)

43 45BUCKINGHAM CROMBIEBLACK ROSEWOOD RED
£1274

£1008

£1649

£1174

900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

800mm x 675mm
(2’8” x 2’3”)

Price Price

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

1575mm x 450mm x 150mm
(5’2” x 1’6” x 6”)

With glass window (as shown)

Without glass window

1050mm x 750mm
(3’6” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

With sub-base  
(as shown)

Without  
sub-base
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1200mm x 450mm x 75mm
(4’0” x 1’6” x 3”)

(900mm above ground)

Page PageProduct ProductMaterial Material

46 48PATEL OLIVERSAPPHIRE BLUE BLACK
£1274

£1008

£1188900mm x 750mm
(3’0” x 2’6”)

675mm x 525mm
(2’3” x 1’9”)

46 48DAWSON BARKERBLACK ROSY PINK
£1145

47 49ESSLEMONT LYLEGREEN MEADOW ROSEWOOD RED
£2705

£1422

£1086375mm x 450mm
(1’3” x 1’6”)

900mm x 600mm
(3’0” x 2’0”)

47 49BIRNIE ORWELLDALBEATTIE OR AVOCHIE BLACK GALAXY
£2604

£2309

£1576750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)

Price Price
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600mm x 550mm
(2’0” x 1’10”)

750mm x 550mm
(2’6” x 1’10”)

1050mm x 750mm
(3’6” x 2’6”)

750mm x 600mm
(2’6” x 2’0”)
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52 53ENNIS COURTBLACK BLACK
£252 £419450mm  x 300mm

(1’6” x 1’0”)

52 53AITKEN CORBETTBAHAMA BLUE KARIN GREY
£827 £1003

£665

450mm x 675mm
(1’6” x 2’3”)

52 53TULLY GOURLEYWHITE MARBLE BALMORAL RED
£1056 £792450mm x 675mm

(1’6” x 2’3”)
400mm x 500mm
(1’4” x 1’8”)

52 53LAING PATERSONPARADISO BLACK
£539

£768

£902

£605

450mm  x 450mm
(1’6” x 1’6”)

450mm x 675mm
(1’6” x 2’3”)

Price Price

375mm x 500mm
(1’3” x 1’8”)

375mm x 500mm
(1’3” x 1’8”)

450mm  x 450mm
(1’6” x 1’6”)

300mm  x 300mm
(1’0” x 1’0”)

375mm x 500mm
(1’3” x 1’8”)
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300mm x 325mm
(1’0” x 1’1”)

Page PageProduct ProductMaterial Material

54 55MACDONALD LUCYBOHUS GREY BLACK
£922

£614

£396450mm x 675mm
(1’6” x 2’3”)

350mm x 250mm
(1’2” x 10”)

54 55CARR JUDYBLACK BON ACCORD GREY
£336

54 55HARRIS BAILEYGLENROSA GLACIAL STONE

LARGER EXAMPLE

CRYSTAL GLASS

£874

£569

£492

£1212

£2119

£444

300mm x 380mm x 200mm
(1.0” X 1’3” X 8”)

500mm x 800mm x 300mm
(1’8” x 2’7” x 1’0”)

150mm x 150mm
(6” x 6”)450mm x 300mm

(1’6” x 1’0”)

54 LITTLE BON ACCORD GREY
£396

Price Price
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275mm x 150mm
(11” x 6”)

450mm x 675mm
(1’6” x 2’3”)

375mm x 500mm
(1’3” x 1’8”)

375mm x 500mm
(1’3” x 1’8”)
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57 HARDIE BLACK
£184

£161

56 57LAMONT PRESLEYKARIN GREY BLUE PEARL
£241

£207

£378240mm x 250mm
(9.5” x 10”)

56 57ANDREWS COWELLNORDEN GREY INDIAN JUPARANA
£558 £547250mm x 250mm x 200mm

(10” x 10” x 8”)
150mm x 275mm DIA
(6” x 11”)

56 57RIDDLE KINGRUBY RED WHITE MARBLE
£446 £310

£230

250mm x 300mm x 300mm
(10” x 1’0” x 1’0”)

200mm x 200mm x 200mm
(8” x 8” x 8”)

Price Price

150mm x 150mm x 150mm
(6” x 6” x 6”)

200mm x 200mm x 200mm
(8” x 8” x 8”)

150mm x 150mm x 150mm
(6” x 6” x 6”)

200mm x 200mm x 200mm
(8” x 8” x 8”)

150mm x 150mm x 150mm
(6” x 6” x 6”)

56 BRYDON BLACK
£424290mm x 300mm

(11.5” x 1’0”)
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58
100mm x 60mm x 45mm
(4” x 2.5” x 1.75”)

Page Product Material

JESSOP CORRENNIE PINK
£955600mm x 200mm x 150mm

(2’0” x 8” x 8”)

TAG POST MISCELLANEOUS
£36

Price

73
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◊  LONG ESTABLISHED FIRM  ◊

◊  A FAMILY OWNED & RUN BUSINESS  ◊

◊  A REPUTATION FOR QUALITY MEMORIALS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES  ◊

◊  MEMORIALS MANUFACTURED TO INDIVIDUAL DESIGN  ◊

◊  FULL DESIGN SERVICE  ◊

◊  LASER TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE THE HIGHEST QUALITY IMAGES  ◊

◊  A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MEMORIAL MASONS  ◊

◊  ALL WORK CARRIED OUT BY OUR OWN FULLY TRAINED CRAFTSMEN  ◊

◊  FREE ADVICE AND QUOTATIONS WITHOUT OBLIGATION  ◊

◊  FREE COMPREHENSIVE COLOUR BROCHURES  ◊



Head Office & Factory

Robertson Granite
Silvertrees Drive 
Westhill 
Aberdeen AB32 6BH

Tel: 01224 652000 
sales@robertsongranite.co.uk


